Master Philosophy, Science and Humanities

Enrich your master: combine it with philosophy!

rug.nl/masters/philosophy-science-and-humanities
Master Philosophy, Science and Humanities

Every field of study raises a number of philosophical questions: about its foundations and methodology, its ethical and political implications, its connection with other disciplines, and its history.

This unique programme gives you a deeper insight in your discipline, be it physics, medicine, psychology, history, arts, or any other field of study, and teaches you to put your field in broader perspective. After completing it, you will have an additional MA degree in the philosophy of your field.

› study the foundations and methods of your science, ethical and political implications, interdisciplinary connections
› study the development of science in historical perspective
› focus on argumentation and writing skills, critical thinking
› personal supervision in a friendly atmosphere
› tailor-made study programme
› taught by leading and dedicated researchers
› at a Faculty known for its ‘excellent, world-leading research’ (international reviewers)

**Duration**
1 year philosophy, 1 year from another discipline

**Course examples**
Philosophy of Science and Humanities; History of Science and Humanities; Specialization course; Writing Skills; Tutorial Philosophy of your science.

**Entry requirements**
Academic bachelor’s degree, AND: you need to be accepted for a master’s programme, OR: currently study a master’s programme, OR: have completed a master’s programme.

**Language requirements**
IELTS: 6.5 or TOEFL: 92/120

**More information**
fil-study-advisor@rug.nl

**Website**
rug.nl/masters/philosophy-science-and-humanities